Abstract. A method for interpolating scattered data is described. Given (x,, y¡, zt),i = \,...,N, a bivariate function S with continuous first order partial derivatives is defined which has the property that S(x¡, y¡) -z¡, i -1,.. .,N. The method is based upon a triangulation of the domain and a curve network which has certain minimum pseudonorm properties. Algorithms and examples are included.
1. Introduction. In this paper, we present a new method for interpolating scattered data. Given the data (jc,, yt, z¡), i = 1,...,N, we describe the construction of a bivariate function S which has continuous first order partial derivatives and SÍXj, y¡) = z¡, i = 1,...,N. The method consists of three separate steps:
(i) Triangulation. The points V¡ = (je,, yt), i = 1,...,N, are used as the vertices of a triangulation of a domain D.
(ii) Curve Network. The approximation S and its first order partial derivatives, Sx and S , are defined on the subset consisting of the union of all edges.
(iii) Blending. S is extended to D by means of a blending method which will assume arbitrary position and slope on the boundary of a triangular domain.
The basic idea of an interpolant which is defined in a piecewise fashion over triangles is not new. Both Lawson [7] and Akima [1] have described such methods. Lawson's paper contains a good discussion of many of the aspects of triangulating the convex hull of V¡, i = 1,... ,N. Both of these methods make use of a discrete C' interpolant (i.e., a C1 finite element) for each triangle followed by a local method for estimating certain partial derivatives. Even though our method is based upon the approach of a curve network followed by the use of a triangular blending (transfinite) interpolant, the particular method we eventually propose can be viewed as an assembly of discrete C1 interpolants along with a technique for estimating partial derivatives.
2. The Curve Network. We assume N > 3 and that the points V¡, i = 1,...,N, are not collinear. Let TjJk denote the triangle with vertices V" V¡ and Vk, i =£j ¥= k ¥= i. The list of triple indices which determines the triangulation is denoted by J, so that D = Ut. ke/ Tjjk. Let e¡j represent the line segment with endpoints Vi and V}, and let Ne = [ij: i, j £ {a, ß, y), aßy G /} be a list of the indices representing the edges of the triangulation. In terms of this notation, the domain of the curve network is E = U. eAr e,j. The derivative normal to an edge e¡, is given by dF _ (yj-yt) dF (xj-x,) dF dnu~ ||e". || a* ||e" || 3 v '
where 11 e,, 11 is the length of e,,. and so it is clear that if S and 3S/3«,, are known on each edge, the information required for step (ii) is available. It is more convenient to specify S and its normal derivatives on E since these values can be defined independent of each other at all points except the vertices. We will first define S on E, but prior to this, we review some material concerning univariate cubic splines which motivates our particular choice of the curve network. Given the data (i,., s¡), i= l,...,n, where tx < t2 < ■■■<tn, the univariate natural spline of interpolation can be characterized (cf. de Boor and Lynch [4] From this point of view, the mathematical spline is an analogue of the physical spline. As a result of this minimization, it can be shown that s is a piecewise cubic polynomial which has a continuous second derivative and s"itx) = s"itn) = 0. For the moment, we assume that (2.4) has a solution and write
If Fis any element of C[E] which interpolates, then
we conclude that
The change in summation is allowable because s'/Al) = i,','(0). This last equation points out the fact that (S, F -S) is independent of whether if or ji is listed in Ne. This is the reason we were not definite about this before. Applying (2.4) to (2.5), we have that (2.6) (S, F-S)=0, and so
for any curve network F such that FiV¡) = z¡. This establishes the minimum property assuming that S exists. The existence of S requires a solution of the 2 A/ linear equations of (2.4). We will show that this system has a solution by showing that the homogeneous system (z, = 0, i = 1,...,N) has only the trivial solution. This argument will also establish the uniqueness of S. Let S be the piecewise cubic curve network associated with the solution SxiVf), SviV¡), i = 1,...,N, of the homogeneous system. The same Une of reasoning which led to (2.6) can be used to conclude that (S,S)=0.
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use That is, we replace both S and F -S with S. Therefore, /O'[^(0]2 dt = 0, ij £ Ne, which implies that s,¡ is linear. But s,,(0) = s,,(l) = 0, and so (xj -x,)SxiV,) + ( v, -y,)S,(V,) = 0, ij EN"i=l,...,N.
Since each V¡ is the vertex of some nondegenerate triangle, this is sufficient to imply that SxiV¡) = SyiV¡) -0, i = 1,...,N, and so the proof is complete.
Corollary 2.2. // iAe data (x,, y¡, z¡), i = 1,...,N, lie on a plane, then the curve network S of Theorem 2.1 will also lie on this plane.
Proof. Let P represent the plane, and let S = P\E be the restriction of this plane to the edges. Then S £ C[E], S interpolates and aiS) = 0. Since the minimum norm network is unique, it must be that case that S = S.
In order to complete the information required by step (ii), we need to define the normal derivative on each edge. We make a particularly simple choice here and take the normal derivatives to be linear. That is,
3. The Blending Method. We now discuss the choice of the triangular blending method to be used to extend the curve network to the domain D. For these purposes, we let T represent an arbitrary triangle with vertices V¡, i = 1,2,3, and b¡ = A,(x, y), i = 1,2,3, denote the barycentric coordinates given by x = bxxx + b2x2 + b3x3, y = bxyx + b2y2 + b3y3, 1 = bx+ b2 + b3.
Let/={(1,2,3), (2,3,1), (3,1,2)}.
The first method of approximation to assume predescribed values of a function and its first order derivatives on the boundary of a triangle is due to Barnhill, Birkhoff and Gordon [3] . This method requires the specification and compatibility of the cross partials: d2F ,", d2F
While those values are obtainable from the curve network information, in general they will not be compatible. In fact, Wenl\\\\emnV Therefore 32S(F;)/3e,,.3e,^ will involve z,, SxiVj) and SyiVj), while d2SiVi)/deikdeIJ will involve zk, SxiVk) and SyiVk), and so in general these two partíais will not be equal. A recently developed method which does not explicitly involve or require the compatibility of the cross partíais is described in [9] . This method is based upon the combination of three interpolants each having certain miminum norm properties.
When the boundary values given by the curve network are substituted into this triangular blending method we obtain the following nine-parameter C1 interpolant defined over T. for (x, y) £ TiJk.
Concerning the degree of algebraic precision of S, it can be shown that ST will reproduce quadratics but the curve network is limited to linear precision and so the final interpolation operator has precision of degree one.
4. Algorithms and Examples. The first step in applying the approximation S requires a triangulation of D. In those cases where D is the convex hull of V¡, i = 1,...,N, we have incorporated an algorithm described by Lawson [7] which selects a particular triangulation on the basis of the max-min angle criterion. The program that implements this algorithm produces information describing the boundary along with three arrays «,, n2 and n3, each of length Nn which form a list of the vertices of each triangle of the triangulation. An example of a triangulation produced by this program is given in The next step of our method requires the solution of (2.4). The coefficient matrix of this linear system is in general quite sparse, but the structure is sufficiently complicated to eliminate the use of a direct method which takes advantage of this sparseness. We have found that an iterative method based upon the following equivalent form of (2. The factor of tab is necessary because we go sequentially through the list of triangles causing each interior edge to be processed twice.
The iterative part of the algorithm can be described as follows:
For/ = 1,...,7V, do:
La,. = Zx,,£, = Zy,. 5)2)) and the triangulation is that of Figure 1 . In practice, we have found that, on the average, about a dozen iterations will yield five or six digits of accuracy. Although they are rare, we have encountered cases that take as many as eighteen and as few as one to obtain this same accuracy. The final step requires the evaluation of S given by (3.1) on the proper triangle. In order to obtain a perspective plot of the surface, we evaluate the approximation on a uniform rectangular grid. These values are stored in rectangular array S with S(i, j) = S(xit y¡), i= l,...,NR,j=l,...,NC, 
Figure 3a
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Figure 3b
Our third example involves a nonconvex, multiply-connected domain and is included mainly to point out the possibility of using such domains with the present method. Further discussion on the problem of triangulating this type of domain and an algorithm can be found in [8] . In Figure 5a we show the triangulation and the final interpolant. The values z,, /' = 1,...,N, are obtained from the same function as used in the previous example. Figure 5b contains a plot of the interpolant using the same data but over a triangulation of the convex hull.
The last example is based upon data provided by the United States Geological Survey [6] . The ordinates represent elevations of a mostly subterranean formation of granite called Hawk Rock which is located in the southeastern desert of Arizona. We found this example particularly interesting because of the unique configuration of the data. Due to the techniques of collection, this data consists of subsets which lie on certain line segments. Figure 5b 
Figure 6b
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Recently, Franke [5] has reported on the results of a project devoted to the comparison of some 29 methods for interpolating scattered data. Included in this report are the results of our implementation of the present method which is based upon the max-min angle optimization of the triangulation of the convex hull, the algorithm of this section for computing the minimum norm network and the algorithm of this section for evaluating the interpolant on a rectangular grid. In addition to certain assessments of the fitting characteristics of each of the methods, Franke's report includes storage requirements and timing results. The storage requirements tabulated by Franke are given in terms of additional storage required beyond that needed for the data (x,, y¡, z¡), i = 1,...,N, and the output array of evaluations. For the implementation of the present method, this amounts to approximately 32N. Franke's timing results are based on the use of an IBM 360/67. We have run all of our examples on a UNI VAC 1100/42. In Table 2 we give some approximations of the running time (in seconds) required for the three steps of our method. All programs mentioned have been written in FORTRAN. 
